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Teaneck Public Schools

OFFICE OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 100 Elizabeth Avenue Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
Phone: (201) 833-5093 Fax: (201) 833-5495



Adv. Placement Literature and Composition 12 Summer Reading Assignment 2020 Teacher: Mr. Paul Sheppard
psheppard@teaneckschools.org


For your summer reading assignment, you have been assigned five (5) short stories from which to choose four (4) to read, annotate and refer to in completing a double entry journal. All of the stories feature challenging themes, well-drawn characters, and intriguing conflicts and lend themselves to debate, discussion, and analysis. As you read each story keep an eye out for passages to annotate for theme, conflict, setting, imagery, tone, irony, and figurative language. Try to include a variety of literary elements in your entries. You may choose to read the story once to gain an understanding, but if possible, read it again to better understand it and to analyze it in a more informed way.


Double Entry Journal

Reading and Annotation Guide - Literary Element to look for in each short story


Theme
Theme is simply a main idea expressed in a text. Once you begin to recognize a theme, simply observe it emerge and develop. Begin to consider how the excerpt reflects the main idea or message the piece as a whole is trying to convey or communicate. (note: the double entry journal template calls for you to write a thematic statement for each story, so carefully consider this category as you proceed)


Conflict
Choose a passage that introduces or develops a conflict.This may involve an external conflict between characters or groups of characters, or between a character and an impersonal force (e.g. Nature). The conflict may also be internal and take place inside a character’s own heart or mind. (note: the double entry journal template requires you to write a sentence or two summarizing a major conflict from each story, so consider this as you read)


Setting
Identify passages that describe the setting (time, place, conditions) of the story in ways that are especially significant to the overall meaning of the story.


Imagery
Select an excerpt that includes sensory details--details that you can “see,” “hear,” “touch,” “taste,” or “smell.” Again, say something about how the image(s) fit in with the author’s purpose.


Tone
Highlight any excerpts in which the narrator’s tone or attitude plays a key part in the narrative. For instance, is the tone satirical, objective, biased, condescending? If the tone is significant, what impression does it leave on you as a reader? On other characters?


Irony
Look for examples of the three basic types of irony. Situational irony: when events run counter to what readers might normally expect to happen; verbal irony: when words or language are used to convey meanings contrary to what the words literally mean; dramatic irony: when a particular character is unaware of some information that other characters and the readers are aware of.


Figurative Language
Focus especially on highlighting examples of one of the most common figures of speech: simile, metaphor, personification, and hyperbole. that shed light on the development of a particular theme, character, or conflict.


Text-to-X Connection
Make a connection to something outside the text. This can be a book, a film, a poem, a song, a current event, or something historical. You may also connect the text to personal experience if you can clearly describe a specific experience which directly reflects the excerpt.
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TEMPLATE


For each story you should copy the template into a Google doc and be prepared to hand in and discuss the


4 short stories you’ve selected, your annotations, and your double entry journal on the first day of school


in September.



Double Entry Journal Template: each passage should be 50-100 words




Title:


THEMATIC STATEMENT - write a full sentence or two capturing a main idea expressed in the story



MAJOR CONFLICT - concisely describe a major conflict--either internal or external--developed in the story



PASSAGES FROM TEXT (include pg. #) 50-100 words

ANALYSIS (theme, conflict, setting, irony, tone, figurative language, imagery, “Text-to-X” connections)









RELEVANCE - Apart from the joy we get from reading stories, literature also has the power to shed light on our own lived experience. What does this story have to teach us about our own lives? You may consider this from a personal or from a more general point of view. You may write about what the story can teach us about this particular moment in time or take a broader view of its relevance to a wider span of human experience. Don’t treat this as a formal essay, but as a journal entry, so first person pronouns, contractions, and colloquialisms are fine. In terms of length, let the effect that the story has had on you determine that. If one or two of the stories are especially thought-provoking , be willing to write a more fully developed response. Your work on this project will set the stage for the rest of the year, so make it count!
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